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Preamble 
A few years ago, Lyn said words to the effect of, “My parents will be a key focus for the next two years.” She 

intentionally planned to spend time with them, not knowing how long they would still be with us. In October 2016 

when Lyn was visiting, her dad had a stroke and passed on a few weeks later. Lyn barely finished wrapping up her 

dad’s estate when, 40 weeks to the day, her mom slipped into glory. Elton and Cynthia were married nearly 64 years, 

and lived full lives. Neither of them had to live in frail care, or suffer long-term hospitalization. Lyn has spent her time 

back and forth between Connecticut and Cape Town, with trips to California and France. Thanks to the many who 

prayed for Lyn and her family at this time. 

 

The rest of our Year in Review follows. I look forward to hearing what resonates with you. 

 

 

 
 

This photo is from The Big Weekend held at a campsite about 100 miles outside Cape Town. We were not sure 
how many would attend, but nearly 100 signed up, and it was a good start to Big Weekends in South Africa. 
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Things that happened in 2017 
 

• Lyn continued Heartistry and held a Heartistry Experience in 2017 in France. Heartistry had a 

3rd birthday. The cross-over from Heartistry to rēp and vice versa is growing. 

• Restarted the rēp Training in Cape Town. We had our largest number ever start training in 

2017, totaling 108. Made lots of revisions to training while teaching four classes a week, for 20 

weeks. 

• David Ebenezer led the first training cycle in Lagos, and 27 students 

graduated. 

• Ellen Reinig and Debbie Jordan started rēp Training in Southern California 

after they attended the Executive Intensive in Cape Town in March. 

• Held our first Big Weekend in Cape Town, and nearly 100 attended. 

• Work continued on preparing for The i4 Center: website completed, product 

offerings defined, and relationships with potential clients developed. http://thei4center.com  

• Published Bastaards or Humans for Dr. Ruben Richards 

• We held our 4th Kingdom Summit in Nigeria in October 2017. Our team met 

the Vice President, which was a good experience. 

• Finalized a 2nd Edition of Transforming Society; plan to publish in January 

2018. 

Calendar overview - 2017 
 

Month Activities 

January • POD leader training, recruiting. Held talks, events, gatherings at The i4 Center 

and around Cape Town. Prepared for training in Feb. 

February • Started training in 4 locations in SA, plus in Lagos (101 Class) 

o Durbanville, Cape Town, Somerset West, Melkbosstrand, Lagos 

• Our largest intake ever: over 90 trainees in regular training, plus others at the 

Intensives and SoCal… total: 108 

March • 102 Class 

• Exec Intensive was held in Cape Town 

• Mid-March, Lyn in Bay Area, then visited Cynthia for a week in Hawaii. 

• March 26, Brett back in the Bay Area.  

April • US rēp gathering in Bay Area: about 60 signed up 

• Visited Seattle (April 4-6) and LA (Apr 6-8) 

• April 13, returned to Cape Town, via the East Coast. One week with James, 

Jessy, Caleb and Carter 

May • More rēp training in South Africa: 103 Class completed 

http://www.heartistry.info/
http://thei4center.com/
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Month Activities 

June • Heartistry in France – amazing experience for all; Lyn went directly to 

Connecticut to care for her mom 

• I taught LEMON and Convergence in Cape Town for trainees 

July • Lauren Campbell joined us as an intern in South Africa. Her parents were rēp 

team leaders from Seattle in 2004. Great to have the next generation with us. 

• We had a wonderful visit with Lyn’s mom; grateful the whole family could be 

there  

• Shortly thereafter, Lyn’s mom passed away. 

August • Lyn joined me in SA, and we went to celebrate my mom’s 90th. Apart from falling 

and breaking bones every now and then, she is going strong. 

• Lyn back to CT for her mom’s memorial, and a mammoth sorting of the house 

and family affairs 

• Meanwhile, training continued in Cape Town 

September • The last month of training in Cape Town 

• Lyn continues in Connecticut, sorting, sifting, organizing 

October • Brett and team in Nigeria for The Kingdom Summit – excellent event 

• Commissioned our rēp trainees from the Class of 2017 

• Lyn to LA for a quick visit to Davey. 

November • The Big Weekend; good to have Annie and Clint with us 

• Commissioning! Great to hear from and pray over the new consultants 

• Lauren Campbell headed back to the US… for a short while? 

December • Welcomed Elsie Swart as a new Intern. She just completed the training, and will 

be working part time with us for the foreseeable future. 

 

Trips, Ventures, Intensives 

There were no Ventures in 2017 

Our focus was on finishing the POD training transition, and testing it in the US and India. The format is working well. 

We will continue to make improvements, but we can now offer it to other marketplace organizations, churches and 

missions groups who are wanting to impact businesspeople and the marketplace.  

ACTION: So, to our alumni, your church, your business, your small group… you can lead training where you are. 

Executive Intensive, March 2017 

This was our second Intensive in South Africa; we had a good group of execs who were well prepared to received what 

God had for them. Most of our participants were from SA. Ellen and Rick Reinig came with Debbie Jordan from 

SoCal. It was an intense Intensive, not just because of the schedule. Participants came with various levels of 

expectation, perspective and need, and it took most of the week for some to get to a point of breakthrough. We are 

thankful to all who prayed. One of the recurring themes was husband-wife partnering. It is always a highlight to see 

people get fresh purpose for their businesses. 

 

Once again, the mutual discipleship that takes place at Intensives is a big part of the value-added. It was a good 2nd 

Intensive for SA; people were impacted hugely again. The decommissioned were recommissioned; the restless rested; 

the tentative encouraged; the tired were reinvigorated, the lonely were set in families. 

 

ACTION: Alumni, choose your favorite exec, and bring them to SA late March/early April in 2018 to the next 

Intensive. Space will be limited, so apply soon. 

http://www.repurposing.biz/training/
http://thei4center.com/repurposing-business-executive-intensive/
http://www.repurposing.biz/apply-for-intensive/
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The handsome crew from the March 2017 Intensive: Geology, Property Development, International Tax & Finance, Car Rental, Glazing, Welding… and a well-
disguised accountant with a national lending library for home schoolers. 

Executive Intensive, August 2017 

We had our first Intensive for execs who all came from one company. A group from Zimbabwe came down, and it was 

a classic week, with an opportunity to focus on business strategy as well is the normal Intensive topics. There was a 

little skepticism from one of the participants in the beginning, but God showed up quickly (which we always anticipate, 

and rely on). We also saw a major breakthrough in a marriage, and are grateful to God for that. We are also indebted to 

the prophetic team from Melkbos Baptist who came and handled the prophetic intercession slots at both intensives; this 

is always a highlight for the participants. Thanks to Rob Lucas, Kerry Stewart and the gang. 

“We have spent many years understanding spheres of influence and wanting to be part of transformation, but this last 

week has been an amazing time of just seeing and understanding that; it is so much bigger, and so much simpler.” Ross 

Conlon.  

 

 
 

 

The Kingdom Summit: October 2017 

This was the fourth Summit; thanks for those who returned—Andre Baard, Kriek Bekker, Louis 

Rossouw—and those who came for the first time: Jenna Marsh, Lauren Campbell, Tim Greenway, 

Zienzi Dillon and Riana Zinn. Some highlights: 

http://thekingdomsummit.net/
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• Spending time with the Vice President, a godly 

leader. (Jenna Marsh was our intrepid reporter 

for this trip, handling many interviews.) 

• Special meetings with government leaders 

• The team: they were great, and we had a good 

time together. As we prayed together, God gave 

some clear words for the nation. 

• Commissioning the new rēp Consultants, and 

hearing their testimonies of things God did 

during training. This is all 27 kneeling 

spontaneously during the commissioning prayer. 

o Some started new businesses 

o Others saw reconciliation in families 

o Others got married. 

 

It was good to have David 

Ebenezer, Tosin and Wilma join us in Cape Town for TBW. In early December, 

David informed me that one of our young trainees, Noel Louis, passed away. He 

had a long-standing hereditary illness. I was touched that he spent his last days 

investing in doing the rēp Training. Even when he was hospitalized, he continued 

with his assignments: “I want to use the little strength I have to finish and 

submit it.” (it being, his assignments) 

 

ACTION: Plan to join us at the 2018 Summit which is the middle week of 

October, the week of October 10-16. Email me. 

Training – rēp – 2017  

We had our largest training class in our history, with 90 people in the 101 class in Q1 2017, and this excludes those 

who attended the Intensive, which took it up to 108 trainees. This included 27 in Lagos, Nigeria. Alumni in Cape Town 

saw our direct involvement as a window of opportunity, and were more deeply equipped to take this forward. 

 

We trained four nights a week in locations about an hour apart from each other. Most nights we were back around 11 

pm. People are being deeply impacted by the training. Here you see some of the trainees receiving their Certificates of 

Completion.  

 

mailto:brettj@inst.net?subject=Tell%20me%20more%20about%20the%20Summit
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One of the cool testimonies came from Joana Ekpott (white dress, middle photo) who shared that she thought she could 

not finish her assignments as she still had 27 to go after TBW. She took a nap, but an angel woke her and told her to 

finish her assignments, which she did. Her full story is on the rēp Facebook page, or on YouTube: 

https://youtu.be/ZN1vb8kXiVw 

 

Training Trainers 

We have a number of alumni who “volunteered” to be trained in leading PODs in that they were part of the training, 

adding significant value. Some had been through rēp over 10 years ago, so lent insights from years of experience. As 

the training went along, however, I felt some of our best future 

trainers were going to come from this 2017 class. We therefore had 

a special dinner for potential future trainers, and nearly 30 

attended. PLEASE PRAY: the hand-off of the baton to the next 

generation of trainers is one of the most difficult transitions, as 

many will attest. (Despite about 30 people going through a Train 

the Trainer weekend and follow-up session in the US, none outside 

of The Institute staff have actually picked this up, the exception 

being Ellen Reinig in SoCal.) 

 

India 

The team continues with these focus areas:  

• CLIENT TRACK 

o To strengthen existing clients through well-structured monthly programs. (Thomas 

Stevenson on point) 

• VENTURE TRACK 

o First Retail Venture in its final stages of planning. (Anand) 

• STARTUP AND BUSINESS LAUNCH TRACK 

o Initiate more believers ministering in the “Marketplace” Help setup new businesses (Albert 

Rao) 

• STRENGTHEN CONSULTANT TRACK 

o Equip Consultants with the knowledge and skills to implement each P in a business (Albert 

Rao) 

• INTERCESSION TRACK 

o Deliberate focus on Intercession, Teach and Implement Prayer to be an active ingredient 

(Suneera Abraham) 

https://youtu.be/ZN1vb8kXiVw
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ACTION: Never been on a Venture? Plan to come to India in about November 2018 for a Venture. Dates 

to be confirmed. Contact Bernard (India) for details. 

Heartistry 

Lyn had five attendees at the Heartistry Experience in France that came directly from the Intensive, so there 

was some cross-pollination. In addition, a couple of the Heartistry alumni handled the hospitality and other 

practical arrangements for TBW, and did so amazingly.  

 

The next Heartistry Experience is in France: June 15 - June 23, 2018. Contact Lyn (lynj@inst.net ) if 

you are interested. The early bird discount ends December 31st. (See http://heartistry.info)  

 

 

The i4 Center 
As mentioned last year, we decided to do a “soft launch” in 2017. We did not see the need to do a big 

announcement until we have secured a few key resources for the long term. The services of The 

Institute are broad, yet The i4 Center seems to be easier for 

people to grasp: An innovation center, business accelerator, and 

incubating collaboratives that tackle social giants. Here is a short 

paper on our Distinctives. 

Jaco Rossouw was our first intern, and Lauren Campbell joined 

in July. 

The website is live: http://thei4center.com  

mailto:bernard@ibhar.com;%20vrvase@vacint.com?subject=I%20am%20interested%20in%20coming%20to%20India
http://www.heartistry.info/france/
http://heartistry.info)/
http://thei4center.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/What-distinguishes-The-i4-Center.pdf
http://thei4center.com/
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Transforming Society Training: Coming Soon 
This is going to be a powerful course. While we did not make as much progress as I would have liked, I 

did complete a major rewrite of the book, and the 2nd Edition is now 300 pages, and a lot deeper in 

many respects.  

The new course will be in two parts, and rēp training will be a prerequisite. The first part 

will cover the 15 chapters of the book, and the second deals with more advanced topics. I 

am interested to see what percentage of rēp alumni will gravitate towards the second half 

of our tagline: Transforming Society. I know it is the heart’s desire of many. 

ACTION:  Feeling called to Cape Town for a season? Talk to me. Want to pre-register for the training? 

  

Staffing 

Gareth remains part-time; he and Linda are adapting to being new parents. 

Ellen Reining and Debbie Jordan are leading training in SoCal. 

Linh Ly continues to coordinate prayer for rēp, and she is in business with Felicia, doing Norwex. Annie 

Gaudette continues with the bookkeeping. 

In South Africa, Carla and Sean Olivier support admin and tech for training.  

Lauren Campbell did four months as an intern in Cape Town, and Elsie Swart has just joined the Cape 

Town team.  

2018 Outlook 
 

Rather than give you the whole year in preview, let me focus on a handful of things: 

1. Training will continue in Cape Town as alumni step up and pull classes together. This is 

looking positive, with potential groups in Hermanus (for Real Estate professionals), Southern 

Suburbs, Durbanville, Melkbos, Somerset West, Centurion (Pretoria/Midrand) and Pinelands… 

perhaps the City Bowl as well. 

2. Nigeria: they are expecting to start training too, expanding to other churches, groups, and 

states, potentially. 

3. India: the team is experimenting with a new Venture format, a rolling Venture that is focused 

on Retail, and runs one Saturday a month for the year. 

a. We are also considering a regular Venture in November, which will be the 10th in India. 

4. Zimbabwe: for all sorts of reasons, the timing seems ripe to conduct pre-trips into Zim, start 

training, and do a Venture. We might target late-July for a Venture. Stay tuned. 

5. The Big Weekend: quite a few people were unable to attend the November 2017 Big Weekend 

outside Cape Town, so we have tentatively booked another one for the last weekend in May, 

2018. 

a. Past speakers from TBW in the USA, please pray about joining us! 

b. We anticipate another BW in November 2018 as well. 

6. Transforming Society Training: think of this as rēp Advanced; the training will mostly be 

via Podcast, with group sessions once milestones have been reached. The goal is to have our 

alumni go through the training, then train a subset in the advanced course, and deploy them on 

paid societal transformation projects. 

 

mailto:brettj@Inst.net?subject=Coming%20to%20The%20i4%20Center%3F
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rēp Marketplace Mentors 

I have not done enough to encourage this space, but it is meant to be organic… and so it has been. Joe 

and Denise are encouraging and equipping people routinely. Don and Margie Cook are our roving 

Mentors, staying and praying with alumni all over the place.  

 

Where you can help 

To make it easy for you to plan ahead, here is a Summary of Action Items. 

1. Training: you could lead training yourself! This is true for many alumni. David Ebenezer had 

never attended a rēp training class, not one, yet he facilitated the 20-week training in Lagos, 

with excellence. What might be stopping you? 

a. ACTION: If you are a rēp alumni, then whether at your church, your business, your 

small group… you can lead training where you are. As long as you can press Play and 

Pause on the videos (and facilitate a conversation) you can do it. What would it look like 

if you helped others learn from your rēp training? You would be refreshed in the process. 

b. POD Leader Training Class: I have significantly revamped this class, which is mostly 

online. Why not enroll now? 

2. Transforming Society Training: be part of the first batch to go through this new training in 

2018. Let me know if you are interested. 

3. 2018 Executive Intensive 

a. ACTION: Alumni, choose your favorite exec, and come with them to SA late March in 

2018. Think of one of those “S/he will never go through 20 weeks of training, but one 

week in the winelands of South Africa…” and invite them, now. 

http://www.repurposing.biz/executiveintensive has more details. 

4. Zimbabwe and India Ventures, 2018 

a. ACTION: Never been on a Venture? Plan to come to Zimbabwe in late July, and India in 

November 2018. Dates to be confirmed. Contact me for details.  

5. The Kingdom Summit 

a. ACTION: Plan to join us at the 2018 Summit, the week of October 11-15. It is an 

unforgettable experience. Check out the website. 

6. The Big Weekend, South Africa: May and November 2018 

a. ACTION: Plan to join us in South Africa for The Big Weekend, or a special training 

weekend.  

b. Or, help scholarship SA trainees to attend the weekend. Send a few South Africans to 

camp! 

mailto:brettj@inst.net?subject=Transforming%20Society%20Training
http://www.repurposing.biz/executiveintensive
mailto:brettj@inst.ne?subject=Ventures:%20Zimbabwe%20or%20India
http://thekingdomsummit.net/
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7. Bizcipleship: the idea is to shift it onto podcasts, and revitalize the core website. We are also 

refreshing the expertise of alumni who are available for field projects. 

a. ACTION: If there is a WordPress-literate, or Podcast prone, alumni who wants to work 

with me on this, please reach out to me. Imagine 36 months of story-based teaching that 

will transform working people. 

8. Investment Opportunities: Thanks to those who supported through Vine Associates this year. 

Please continue to consider some of these “good soil” opportunities, such as a Scholarship Fund 

for trainees, Laptops for trainees, Transforming Society training and Podcasting set-up and 

production. 

a. ACTION: Make a designated donation to Vine Associates.  

Thanks for reading… 

Let me know if you enjoyed this review of 2017. Drop me an email with any comments or questions -- brettj@inst.net. 

And, please, pray about at least once action item for the coming year.  

Recently I had dreams concerning rēp people in South Africa. When I woke (at 3:30-ish) I pondered the dreams which 

had to do with whether or not I should partner with, or get engaged with, the particular people. In the one dream, I was 

dialoging with a rēp entrepreneur, and I was trying to clarify his calling, whether it was just to his own businesses, or to 

a broader platform or movement. In the second dream, a couple was considering buying a farm (which makes no sense, 

given their business), and the question was, was it big enough for their future work.  As I woke a thought came to me: 

‘They cannot answer the question until you answer your question.’ A short while later, a phrase came into my mind, “A 

father to fathers.” The first man was a business builder, the other was fathering something beyond his business. The 

first (a “young man”, in 1 John terms) might like consulting help; the second (a “father”, in 1 John terms) was seeking 

input, an impartation even, on how to launch the next generation. 

I thought about it, and realized this is a description of the theme of the next season that God has been laying on my 

heart: being a father to those who are thinking of their next generation, not just those who are still building a “first 

generation” business or organization. “A father to fathers.” The first group might benefit from a product or service, the 

second from spiritual fathers, or grandfathers. 

So, this next year I will intentionally be investing in people who see beyond their own success and are developing their 

next generation, in other words, in fathers.  

With appreciation, 

 

 

   Brett and Lyn Johnson  

mailto:brettj@inst.net?subject=Perhaps%20I%20can%20help%20with%20Bizcipleship
http://vineassociates.org/
mailto:brettj@inst.net
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